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1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

When two pulse trains compete in a polyrhythm, how do stimulus features bias listeners to perceive one rather than the other as representing the meter?

In three online experiments, we manipulate specific stimulus features (pitch, tempo, meter ratio) and assess meter perception as indicated by

finger-tapping data.

Exp.1 - Ratio: We expect tapping data to represent meters corresponding to the following subdivision hierarchy: binary (2 or 4) > ternary (3) > uneven (5).

Exp.2 - Pitch: We expect tapping data to represent meters of pulse trains with lower pitch.

Exp.3 - Tempo: Up to a certain tempo, we expect tapping in time with the pulse train that contains subdivisions at a higher level in the subdivision hierarchy

(binary > ternary > uneven). At faster tempi, we expect the pulse train itself to be perceived as subdivisions so again, we expect tapping data in time with

the subdivision hierarchy. At extremely slow or extremely fast tempi, taps are expected to shift towards the subdivisions or the cycle respectively.

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

DVs of all three experiments are based on finger-tapping time series. Using circular statistics, we obtain vector lengths indicating the tapping consistency.

Using Rayleigh tests, we categorize each trial into a specific meter or half/double of a specific meter (if significant) or no meter (if non-significant).

  

Exp.1 - Ratio: DV = categorized responses corresponding to the fast (incl. double/half) pulse train, coded as 1, or the slow (incl. double/half) pulse train,

coded as 0 are averaged across tempo within each ratio.

Exp.2 - Pitch: DV = vector length of fast pulse train – (minus) vector length of slow pulse train

Exp.3 - Tempo: DV for 3:4 ratio = each response is categorized as “cycle”, “slow half”, “fast half”, “slow”, “fast”,“slow double”, “fast double”, “all

subdivisions” or “no meter”. DV for 2:3 ratio = as above, yet “slow half = cycle”, “fast double = all subdivisions”

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

Exp. 1 - Ratio: 2:3, 2:5, 3:4, 3:5, 4:5, 5:6 ratios with 4 different tempo levels (except only 2 tempo levels for 3:4)

Exp. 2 - Pitch: 2 ratio (2:3, 3:4) x 3 amplitude x 2 pitch levels

Exp. 3 - Tempo: ratio 2:3 with 8 tempo levels; ratio 3:4 with 10 tempo levels

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

Exp.1 - Ratio: Pairwise comparison (depending on the distribution of data) between means of DVs as specified in section 3 of ratios that have the higher

subdivision level (binary > ternary > uneven) in the slow pulse train vs. higher subdivision level in the fast pulse train.

Exp.2 - Pitch: Linear mixed-effects model with DV as specified in section 3, pitch (high/low), amplitude (3 levels), and ratio (2:3/3:4) as fixed effects, and

participant ID as random effect.

Exp.3 - Tempo: Cochran Q test to compare responses over different tempi within each meter category. McNemar tests for pairwise comparisons between

neighboring tempi within each meter category corrected for multiple comparisons (9 comparisons for each meter in 3:4, 7 comparisons in 2:3).

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

1) Remove double taps (ITI < 150 ms)

2) Exclude trials with less than 7 taps

3) Remove first two taps in each trial

Depending on the data quality, we may need to exclude participants who used their device’s internal speakers in the pitch experiment.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

We will keep the online data collection open until 300 people (120 ratio, 80 pitch, 100 tempo) have completed the tapping part of the experiment or until

August 15, 2020 (start of data collection: July 6, 2020), whichever comes first.

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)

Additional variables and analyses:
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1) All main analyses with two additional data cleaning steps:

1a) If more than 7.5% of ITIs are more than 2 SD away from the mean ITI per participant and trial, that trial is excluded. If this cleaning removes more than

10% of trials in the whole dataset per experiment, the value of 7.5% is increased in steps of 2.5% until less than 10% of the trials in the whole dataset are

excluded. 

1b) If after steps 1-4 more than 50% of trials for one participant are excluded, that participant is excluded.

2) Dichotomous categories (slow vs. fast meter) in Exp. 2 - Pitch analysis for comparability with other two experiments.

3) Spontaneous motor tempo to relate to tapping performances in Exp. 3 - Tempo.

4) Multinomial logistic regression assessing the effect of tempo in Exp. 3 - Tempo. 

5) Detailed analyses and descriptions of peculiar responses of individual participants.

6) Difficulty ratings and their relation to measures of tapping consistency and musical expertise.

7) Info about device, browser, and headphones to control for technical differences.

8) Gender and age for sample description and exploratory analyses on age-related effects.

9) Residence, youth country, mother tongue for exploratory analyses assessing cultural and native language influences on subdivision grouping bias.

10) Musical background and experience incl. number of years and number and type of instrument(s) played.

11) Time spent listening before starting to tap and the relationship with tapping consistency.
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